**Hold-em**

Played with a standard deck of 52 cards
Each player is dealt 2 cards down
a round of betting
3 cards are placed face up on the table
a round of betting
the 4th card is placed on the table
a round of betting
the fifth card is placed face up on the table
Final round of betting

The best Hi hand wins the pot
best hand: Royal Flush
Texas Holdem:

1) **Fee Collection:**
The fee collection is $3.00 (three dollars). All fees (collection) are taken before the first card is dealt. The fee is paid by the player whose turn it is to have the dealer button which moves clockwise one space per hand. The fee is placed on or near the dealer button and collected by the dealer. The fee does not count towards the players bet.

2) **Wagering convention:**
Minimum $1.00 (one dollar), Maximum $500. (five hundred dollars)

3) **Playing Deck:**
Standard 52 card deck.

4) **Player/Dealer position:**
The position of the player/dealer button is determined by the dealer dealing out a card to each player until a player receives the highest spade. Each player receives the same amount of cards. Thereafter the button is moved one space clockwise each hand.

5) **Winning Event:**
The player with the highest poker hand wins the pot. The highest hand possible is a Royal Flush.

6) **Playing the Game:**
Players Ante, (Dealer button puts up collection, first player clockwise from dealer button puts up small blind, second player clockwise from dealer button puts up big blind-full bet.) Next the Dealer takes collection off Dealer button, two cards are dealt to each Player followed by the first round of betting (no checking here), with the possibility of three raises.

Next the dealer burns one card and turns three cards face up on the table, ("the flop"), the dealer pulls the initial bets into a "pot" followed by a second round of betting, (with the possibility of three raises,) or the possibility of check, (no bet required,) beginning with the first player clockwise from the dealer button.

Now the dealer burns a second card and turns the fourth card, ("turn card"), face up on the table. The dealer pulls in the previous bets followed by the third round of betting with the possible three raises or check beginning with the first player clockwise of the dealer button.

Next, the dealer burns a third card and turns the final and fifth card, ("river card"), face up on the table, the dealer pulls the previous bets into the pot and the players have a final round, (fourth round,) of betting beginning with the first player clockwise from the dealer button with the possibility of three raises or check.

When the betting is completed the dealer awards the pot to the winning hand, (highest hand.)
Texas Holdem:

7): **Tie Hand:**
In the event of a tie, tied players split the pot. Odd chip goes to the first player to the left of the dealer button involved in the tie.
Texas Holdem Hi/Lo:

1) **Fee Collection:**
The Fee collection is $3.00 (three dollars). All tees (collection) are taken before the first card is dealt. The fee is paid by the player whose turn it is to have the dealer button which moves clockwise one space per hand. The fee is placed on or near the dealer button and collected by the dealer. The fee does not count towards the players bet.

2) **Wagering convention:**
Minimum $1.00 (one dollar), Maximum $500. (five hundred dollars)

3) **Playing Deck:**
Standard 52 card deck.

4) **Player/Dealer position:**
The position of the player/dealer button is determined by the dealer dealing out a card to each player until a player receives the highest spade. Each player receives the same amount of cards. Thereafter the button is moved one space clockwise each hand.

5) **Winning Event:**
The player with the highest poker hand wins and if there is a low hand, 8 or better, the best low hand splits the pot with the high hand. The highest hand possible is a Royal Flush. The lowest hand is Ace,2,3,4,5.

6) **Playing the Game:**
Players Ante. (Dealer button puts up collection, first player clockwise from dealer button puts up small blind, second player clockwise from dealer button puts up big blind-full bet.) Next the Dealer takes collection off Dealer button, two cards are dealt to each Player followed by the first round of betting, (no checking here), with the possibility of three raises.
Next the dealer burns one card and turns three cards face up on the table, ("the flop"), the dealer pulls the initial bets into a "pot" followed by a second round of betting, (with the possibility of three raises,) or the possibility of check, (no bet required,) beginning with the first player clockwise from the dealer button.
Now the dealer burns a second card and turns the fourth card, ("turn card"), face up on the table. The dealer pulls in the previous bets followed by the third round of betting with the possible three raises or check beginning with the first player clockwise of the dealer button.
Next, the dealer burns a third card and turns the final and fifth card, ("river card"), face up on the table, the dealer pulls the previous bets into the pot and the players have a final round, (fourth round,) of betting beginning with the first player clockwise from the dealer button with the possibility of three raises or check.
When the betting is completed the dealer awards the pot to the winning hand(s).
Texas Holdem High/Low:

7): Tie Hand:
In the event of a tie, tied players split the pot. Odd chip goes to the first player to the left of the dealer button involved in the tie.
Omaha-8

Played the same as Omaha-Hi

If there is a low hand with eight or better the pot is split between the best Low hand and the best Hi hand.

Best Hi hand: Royal Flush

Best Low hand: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Omaha-hi

Played with a standard deck of 52 cards
*Each player is dealt 4 cards down
  *a round of betting
*Three cards are played face up on the table
  *a round of betting
*the 4th card is dealt face up on the table
  *a round of betting
  *a fifth card is dealt face up
  *a final round of betting
*player must play 2 cards from his hand in conjunction with 3 of the cards on the table

*Best hi hand wins the pot,
(best hi hand: Royal Flush)
Omaha High

Fee collection:
All fees (collection) are taken before the first card is dealt. The fee is paid by the player whose turn it is to have the dealer button which moves clockwise one space per hand. The fee is placed on or near the dealer button and collected by the dealer. The fee does not count towards the players bet.

Wagering Convention:
Minimum: one dollar
Maximum: 500 dollars

Played with a standard deck of 52 cards.

Player/Dealer position:
The position of the player/dealer button is determined by the dealer dealing out a card to each player until a player receives the highest spade. Each player receives the same amount of cards. Thereafter the button is moved one space clockwise each hand.

Winning Event:
The highest poker hand wins.
Best high hand: Royal Flush

Each player is dealt four cards down followed by a round of betting. Three cards are dealt face up on the table followed by a second round of betting. A fourth card is dealt face up on the table followed by a third round of betting. A final card is dealt face up on the table followed by a fourth and final round of betting. When the betting is completed the pot is awarded to the winning hand. The highest hand takes the pot.

Tie Hand: In the event of a tie, tied players split the portion of the pot that consists of a tie. Odd chip goes to the first player to the left of the dealer button involved in the tie.
Pineapple

Played with a standard 52 card deck
Each player is dealt 3 cards down
A round of betting
3 cards are placed face up on the table and
each player discards one down card
A round of betting
4th card placed face up on the table
A round of betting
5th card placed face up on the table
Final round of betting
The best Hi Hand wins the pot
Best Hand: Royal Flush
Pineapple:

1) **Fee Collection:**
The Fee collection is $3.00 (three dollars). All fees (collection) are taken before the first card is dealt. The fee is paid by the player whose turn it is to have the dealer button which moves clockwise one space per hand. The fee is placed on or near the dealer button and collected by the dealer. The fee does not count towards the players' bets.

2) **Wagering Convention:**
Minimum $1.00 (one dollar), Maximum $500. (five hundred dollars)

3) **Playing Deck:**
Standard 52 card deck.

4) **Player/Dealer Position:**
The position of the player/dealer button is determined by the dealer dealing out a card to each player until a player receives the highest spade. Each player receives the same amount of cards. Thereafter the button is moved one space clockwise each hand.

5) **Winning Event:**
The player with the highest poker hand wins. The highest hand possible is a Royal Flush.

6) **Playing the Game:**
Players Ante, (Dealer button puts up collection, first player clockwise from dealer button puts up small blind, second player clockwise from dealer button puts up big blind-full bet.) Next the Dealer takes collection off Dealer button, three cards are dealt to each player face down followed by the **first round** of betting, (no checking here), with the possibility of three raises. Next the dealer burns one card and turns three cards face up on the table, ("the flop"), the dealer pulls the initial bets into a "pot" followed by a **second round** of betting, (with the possibility of three raises,) or the possibility of check, (no bet required.) beginning with the first player clockwise from the dealer button. Next each player must discard one card from the three cards in their hand before the fourth card is turned starting the player to the left of the dealer button. Now the dealer burns a second card and turns the fourth card, ("turn card"), face up on the table. The dealer pulls in the previous bets followed by the **third round** of betting with the possible three raises or check beginning with the first player clockwise of the dealer button. Next, the dealer burns a third card and turns the final and fifth card, ("river card"), face up on the table, the dealer pulls the previous bets into the pot and the players have a final round, (**fourth round,**) of betting beginning with the first player clockwise from the dealer button with the possibility of three raises or check.
When the betting is completed the dealer awards the pot to the winning hand, (highest hand.)
Pineapple:

7): Tie Hand:
In the event of a tie, tied players split the pot. Odd chip goes to the first player to the left of the dealer button involved in the tie.
Razz

Played the same as stud except the best low hand receives the pot.

(best hand is 1-2-3-4-5)
Razz:

1) **Fee Collection:**
The Fee collection is $3.00 (three dollars). All fees (collection) are taken before the first card is dealt. The fee is paid by the player whose turn it is to have the dealer button which moves clockwise one space per hand. The fee is placed on or near the dealer button and collected by the dealer. The fee does not count towards the players bet.

2) **Wagering convention:**
Minimum $1.00 (one dollar), Maximum $500. (five hundred dollars)

3) **Playing Deck:**
Standard 52 card deck.

4) **Player/Dealer position:**
The position of the player/dealer button is determined by the dealer dealing out a card to each player until a player receives the highest spade. Each player receives the same amount of cards. Thereafter the button is moved one space clockwise each hand.

5) **Winning Event:**
The player with the lowest hand wins. The lowest hand possible is Ace,2,3,4,5.

6) **Playing the Game:**
All players put in one dollar ante. (Dealer button puts up collection) Next the Dealer takes collection off the dealer button, two cards are dealt face down to each Player. Next one card is dealt face up to each player. The high card by suit must bring it in (start the action). Next the dealer burns one card and deals a card face up to each live player (players that are still in the hand) starting with the first player to the left of the dealer. The dealer pulls the initial bets into a "pot" followed by a second round of betting, (with the possibility of three raises,) or the possibility of check, (no bet required,) beginning with the first player clockwise from the dealer. Now the dealer burns a second card and deals a card face up to each live player starting with the first player to the left of the dealer. The dealer pulls in the previous bets followed by the third round of betting with the possible three raises or check beginning with the first player clockwise of the dealer. Next, the dealer burns a third card and deals a card face up to each live player starting with the first player to the left of the dealer. The dealer pulls in the previous bets followed by the fourth round of betting with the possible three raises or check beginning with the first player clockwise of the dealer. Next, the dealer burns a fourth card and deals a card face down to each live player starting with the first player to the left of the dealer. The dealer pulls in the previous bets followed by the fifth round of betting with the possible three raises or check beginning with the first player clockwise of the dealer.
Razz:

When the betting is completed the dealer awards the pot to the winning hand.

7) Tie Hand:
In the event of a tie, tied players split the pot. Odd chip goes to the first player to the left of the dealer button involved in the tie.
**Lo-Ball**

Fee collection:
All fees (collection) are taken before the first card is dealt. The fee is paid by the player whose turn it is to have the dealer button which moves clockwise one space per hand. The fee is placed on or near the dealer button and collected by the dealer. The fee does not count towards the players bet.

Wagering Convention:
Minimum= one dollar
Maximum= 500 dollars

Played with a standard deck of 52 cards and one Joker
(Joker plays as the lowest card that does not pair the hand being played.)

Player/Dealer position:
The position of the player/dealer button is determined by the dealer dealing out a card to each player until a player receives the highest spade. Each player receives the same amount of cards. thereafter the button is moved one space clockwise each hand.

Winning Event:
The best low hand wins the pot.
(Ace, 2, 3, 4, 5 is the best hand)

Each Player is dealt 5 cards down
Followed by the first round of betting
Then, each player may draw up to 5 cards
Which is followed by the final round of betting
Lo-ball is structured so that there are only 2 rounds of betting

Tie hand: In the event of a tie, tied players split the pot. Odd chip goes to the first player to the left of the dealer button involved in the tie.
Lo-ball

Played with a standard deck of 52 cards and one Joker (Joker plays as the lowest card that does not pair you)

Each player is dealt 5 cards down
A round of betting
Each player may draw up to 5 cards
Final round of betting
The best low hand wins the pot

(1-2-3-4-5 is the best hand.)
7 Card Stud

1) **Fee Collection:**
The fee collection is $3.00 (three dollars). All fees (collection) are taken before the first card is dealt. The fee is paid by the player whose turn it is to have the dealer button which moves clockwise one space per hand. The fee is placed on or near the dealer button and collected by the dealer. The fee does not count towards the players bet.

2) **Wagering convention:**
Minimum $1.00 (one dollar), Maximum $500 (five hundred dollars)

3) **Playing Deck:**
Standard 52 card deck.

4) **Player/Dealer position:**
The position of the player/dealer button is determined by the dealer dealing out a card to each player until a player receives the highest spade. Each player receives the same amount of cards. Thereafter the button is moved one space clockwise each hand.

5) **Winning Event:**
The player with the highest poker hand wins. The highest hand possible is a Royal Flush.

6) **Playing the Game:**
All players put in one dollar ante, (Dealer button puts up collection). Next the Dealer takes collection off Dealer button, two cards are dealt face down to each Player. Next one card is dealt face up to each player. Low-card by suit must bring it in (start the action). Next the dealer burns one card and deals a card face up to each live player (players that are still in the hand) starting with the first player to the left of the dealer. The dealer pulls the initial bets into a "pot" followed by a second round of betting, (with the possibility of three raises,) or the possibility of check, (no bet required,) beginning with the first player clockwise from the dealer. Now the dealer burns a second card and deals a card face up to each live player starting with the first player to the left of the dealer. The dealer pulls in the previous bets followed by the third round of betting with the possible three raises or check beginning with the first player clockwise of the dealer. Next, the dealer burns a third card and deals a card face up to each live player starting with the first player to the left of the dealer. The dealer pulls in the previous bets followed by the fourth round of betting with the possible three raises or check beginning with the first player clockwise of the dealer. Next, the dealer burns a fourth card and deals a card face down to each live player starting with the first player to the left of the dealer. The dealer pulls in the previous bets followed by the fifth round of betting with the possible three raises or check beginning with the first player clockwise of the dealer.
**7 Card Stud**

When the betting is completed the dealer awards the pot to the winning hand, (highest hand.)

7): **Tie Hand:**
In the event of a tie, tied players split the pot. Odd chip goes to the first player to the left of the dealer button involved in the tie.
7 Card Stud High/Lo 8 or Better

1) **Fee Collection:**
The fee collection is $3.00 (three dollars). All fees (collection) are taken before the first card is dealt. The fee is paid by the player whose turn it is to have the dealer button which moves clockwise one space per hand. The fee is placed on or near the dealer button and collected by the dealer. The fee does not count towards the players bet.

2) **Wagering convention:**
Minimum $1.00 (one dollar), Maximum $500. (five hundred dollars)

3) **Playing Deck:**
Standard 52 card deck.

4) **Player/Dealer position:**
The position of the player/dealer button is determined by the dealer dealing out a card to each player until a player receives the highest spade. Each player receives the same amount of cards. Thereafter the button is moved one space clockwise each hand.

5) **Winning Event:**
The player with the highest poker hand wins and if there is a low hand, 8 or better, the best low hand splits the pot with the high hand. The highest hand possible is a Royal Flush. The lowest hand is Ace,2,3,4,5.

6) **Playing the Game:**
All players put in one dollar ante, (Dealer button puts up collection) Next the Dealer takes collection off Dealer button, two cards are dealt face down to each Player. Next one card is dealt face up to each player. Low-card by suit must bring it in (start the action). Next the dealer burns one card and deals a card face up to each live player (players that are still in the hand) starting with the first player to the left of the dealer. The dealer pulls the initial bets into a “pot” followed by a **second round** of betting, (with the possibility of three raises,) or the possibility of check, (no bet required,) beginning with the first player clockwise from the dealer. Now the dealer burns a second card and deals a card face up to each live player starting with the first player to the left of the dealer. The dealer pulls in the previous bets followed by the **third round** of betting with the possible three raises or check beginning with the first player clockwise of the dealer. Next, the dealer burns a third card and deals a card face up to each live player starting with the first player to the left of the dealer. The dealer pulls in the previous bets followed by the **fourth round** of betting with the possible three raises or check beginning with the first player clockwise of the dealer. Next, the dealer burns a fourth card and deals a card face down to each live player starting with the first player to the left of the dealer. The dealer pulls in the previous bets followed by the **fifth round** of betting with the possible three raises or check beginning with the first player clockwise of the dealer.
7 Card Stud High/Lo 8 or Better

When the betting is completed the dealer awards the pot to the winning hand(s).

7). **Tie Hand:**
In the event of a tie, tied players split the pot. Odd chip goes to the first player to the left of the dealer button involved in the tie.
7 card stud

Played with a standard deck of 52 cards

Each player is dealt 2 cards down and 1 card up a round of betting
Next, each remaining player is dealt 1 card up a round of betting
Next, each remaining player is dealt the 5th card up a round of betting
Next, each remaining player is dealt the sixth card up a round of betting
Next, each remaining player is dealt the 7th card down Final round of betting

The pot is awarded to the best poker hand with a Royal Flush as the best hand.
7 card stud, hi-low 8 or better

same as 7 card stud except that if a hand has an 8 or better for low, the pot is split between the best hi hand and the best low hand.

If there is not a qualifying low hand, the whole pot is awarded to the Hi hand.
5 Card draw/Hi-low split

Played with a standard deck and 2 Jokers (Joker plays hi for aces, straights and flushes. Joker plays for low as the lowest card that does not pair you.)

Each player is dealt 5 cards down a round of betting
Each remaining player can draw up to 5 cards final round of betting

If there is a low hand with a 8 or better the pot is split between the Hi hand and the low hand

best Hi hand: 5 aces
best Low hand: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

If there are no qualifiers for the low, Highest hand takes the entire pot
5 Card draw/Hi lo split

Fee collection:
All fees (collection) are taken before the first card is dealt. The fee is paid by the player whose turn it is to have the dealer button which moves clockwise one space per hand. The fee is placed on or near the dealer button and collected by the dealer. The fee does not count towards the players bet.

Wagering Convention:
Minimum= one dollar
Maximum= five hundred dollars

Played with a standard deck of 52 cards and two Jokers
(Joker plays high for aces, straights and flushes and plays as the lowest card that does not pair the hand.)

Player dealer position: The player dealer position is determined by the dealer dealing out a card to each player until a player receives the highest spade. Each player receives the same amount of cards to determine the position of the dealer button. Thereafter the button is move one space clockwise each hand.

Winning Event: The highest hand wins and if there is a low hand, 8 or better, the best low hand splits the pot with the high hand.
Best high hand: 5 Aces
Best low hand: Ace, 2, 3, 4, 5 is the best low hand
If there are no qualifiers for the low, Highest hand takes entire pot.

Each Player is dealt 5 cards down
Followed by the first round of betting
Then, each player may draw up to 5 cards
Which is followed by the final round of betting

Tie hand: In the event of a tie, tied players split the portion of the pot that consists of a tie. Odd chip goes to the player with the tied hand left of the dealer button.
5 Card Draw Hi-Low 8 or Better

Player with a regular 52-card deck & 2 Jokers.

The Jokers play in Ace’s, Straights, and Flush’s.

- For Low, the Joker is the lowest card that does not make a pair.

Each player receives 5 cards. There is a “round of batting”.

Then each player remaining in the pot has the option of drawing 1 to 5 cards.

There is another round of batting and each player remaining shows down their hand. The best hand wins.

- For High, the best hand is 5 Aces.
- For Low, the best hand is a 1-2-3-4-5.

If there is an 8 or better for Low:

- The pot is split between the high and low hand.
- If there is no low hand, the complete pot goes to the high hand.